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Oval Awesome 

Stamp Sets:  Bloomin’ Marvelous+, Made for you 

Inks:  Lucky Limeade, Versamark 

Accessories:  Big Shot, Elegant Bouquet Embossing Folder,  Framelits 

Ovals Collection*, Occasions Paper Piercing Template*, Paper Piercing 
Mat, Paper Piercing Tool, Heat Tool, Pool Party Embossing Power*,   
Sycamore Street Ribbon  And Button Pack+,  Pearl Jewels, Dimensionals, Glue Dots 
Other :  Post it Notes 
*Spring Catalogue 2013 
+Sale-a-bration 2013 Item 

Cardstock Cutting 

Whisper White 8.5 x 5.5” 

Lucky Limeade 5.25 x 4 

Pool Party 3.5 x 2.5” 

Whisper White 3.5 x 2.5” 

Whisper White 3 x 3” 
 

Watch the video at: http://youtu.be/mYZ4TXfmDjA 
Tips: 
 Emboss the front of the card with the embossing folder. 

 Cut the oval in the front of the card. Use post it notes to hold the cutting  
die in place. 

 Cut the Pool Party and Whisper White ovals with the dies. 

 Stamp the saying and leaves with Lucky Limeade ink.  Let it dry. 

 Stamp the flowers with Versamark ink and sprinkle with embossing 
 powder and heat.  You’ll know it is done when it turns shiny. 

 Use the Paper Piercing template to poke holes around the Pool Party oval. 

 Tape the Lucky Limeade piece inside the card. 

 Pop up the white piece with dimensionals on the Pool Party oval.  To centre it, place it through the front of the card. 

 To attach the ribbon, cut a small piece and wrap it around the side of the card, securing it with a glue dot.  Tie a bow with another piece of ribbon, 
and attach that to the front of the card with a glue dot. 

 Add some pearl accents. 
 

http://youtu.be/mYZ4TXfmDjA
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                           Cascading Card 
Stamp Sets:  Feeling Sentimental+ 

Inks:  Crumb Cake, Black StazOn 

Accessories:   Paper Cutter, Paper Snips, First Edition Speciality Designer Paper,  

5/8” Flower Trim*, Bitty Butterfly Punch*, Stampin’ Sponge, Pearl Jewels, Glue Dots 

*Spring Catalogue 2013     +Sale-a-bration 2013 Item 

 

Cardstock Cutting 
Basic Black 5.5” x 4.25” 

Very Vanilla 8.5 x 5.5”  (x 3 pieces) 

Very Vanilla 2.75 x 2.5” 

Basic Black 3 x 2.75” (x 2 pieces) 

Very Vanilla 4 x .75” 

Designer Paper  5.25 x 2”, 3.5 x 2”, 2.75 x 2” (2 of each pieces) 

Watch the video at:   http://youtu.be/xv_0nFEeKFw 

 Tips: 

 Score the 3 larger vanilla pieces (the cascading piece), at 2 1/8, 4 ¼” and 6 3/8”. 

 Cut the angle on the 3 vanilla pieces.  Line up one corner, at the 2 inch mark and put the other  
corner on the cutting edge of the paper cutter (the video explains this step).  

 Fold the pieces back and forth, accordion style.   

 Cut the third piece on the score lines to keep as a template.  

 Cut the First Edition newsprint Designer Paper against your template to get it angled. 

 Stamp the images and saying with Black StazOn.   

 Assemble the layers and sponge all the edges with crumb cake ink. 

 Attach cascading panels to front of card as pictured. 

 Attach the image to one side of the front panel (leaving it open so you can write on the inside.) 

 Notch the ends of the saying banner with your Paper Snips. 

 Use your bone folder to curl the saying slightly and attach with dimensionals. 

 Punch out butterflies and attach with gluedots.  Add a pearl to each. 

 Cut out a piece of the flower trim and attach with a glue dot. 

 Watch the video on how to store framelit dies at http://youtu.be/-zPRyyyLF6g 

http://youtu.be/xv_0nFEeKFw
http://youtu.be/-zPRyyyLF6g

